
LAYCATION 

A goody two-shoes and her raunchy pal vacation to Europe to get laid, but a good man is hard to
find - especially when you're on the run from a cuckoo stalker who insists she's your bestie.



Daisy and Hellcat work together at Boneyard.com
(Buzzfeed meets Playboy).

After a horrendous day at the office, where Daisy's
dumped by her sex-withholding fiancé and Hellcat
gets fired for not washing her coffee cup, they decide
to get the hell out of Dodge.  What better way to
soothe their broken hearts and egos than go to
Europe for a much-needed vacation.

With one purpose: get laid.

Laycation!

Unfortunately, things don't go as planned.  

Every chance of boning their worries away is
sabotaged as they find themselves on the run from
Bad Shelley, their cuckoo stalker who's obsessed with
being their "bestie."

WiIl Daisy and Hellcat ever get laid?

Or more importantly, will they have huge life
epiphanies?

S Y N O P S I S

Genre: Buddy Comedy

Similar in tone to: The Hangover, Bridesmaids



Daisy is a Disney-loving accountant who
dreads turning 30 after her khaki-wearing,

conservative fiancé dumps her.  It’s so unfair,
her Mickey Mouse pavé promise ring didn’t

mean shit!  Her marriage timeline back at zero,     
this good girl thinks a new man will save her,

but what she really needs is a Laycation to
release her inner bad girl.
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Michelle Williams
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Alexis Bledel



Narcissistic "sexpert" host, Hellcat, 35, is a
self-proclaimed bombshell who would cut off
her right arm before giving up her cherry red

Saint Laurents. Fighting the stigma that
women are washed up after 30, she pushes all
boundaries to remain relevant and sexy.  Her

personal and professional mission is for
women to come first.  Literally.

HELLCAT

Busy Philipps Aubrey Plaza Gabrielle Union



BAD SHELLEY
Label whore, Bad Shelley, considers
herself "2 legit," talks a lot of rapper BS,
and is completely clueless that she's
annoying AF. It's a mystery why she
thinks Daisy and Hellcat are her BFFs
and no one can figure out how she has
so much bank, especially since her day
job is pushing a bedazzled burrito cart.

Sarah SilvermanAmy Schumer Mindy Kaling



L O C A T I O N S

FRANCE GERMANY

SLOVAKIA

PUKE GREEN

PEUGEOT
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